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Are You In?

Join our mailing list and receive the latest news and travel offers from our team.
Don’t worry, we hate spam as much as you do!
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Plan Your Trip To Athens

Start Planning Your Trip to Athens! Where to Stay in Athens, Where to Eat, Athens Weather, Things To Do in Athens City, Itineraries, Useful Tips

Whether you’re traveling to Athens for a short getaway, a business trip, or a leisure vacation, Athens By Locals will help you get started and embark on your adventure well-prepared. Moreover, here you can find all the information you’ll need before you visit the Greek capital, such as the best areas to stay, where to eat, the weather during each season, as well as suggested itineraries and activities for making the most of your vacation. Start here and let the Athens By Locals team of experts help you plan your trip to Athens.
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	In:Useful Tips

Athens Pass Tourist Card: Skip-the-Line Tickets for All the Must-See Attractions in Athens
Are you planning a trip for a few days or even just one day in Athens? Then you are most probably trying to find a way to fit all the…
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	In:Things to Do

Athens on a Budget: 26 Free Things to Do in Athens
Are you traveling to Athens on a budget? Are you perhaps worried that you won’t be able to experience the city to the fullest without breaking the bank? There’s absolutely…
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	In:Eat and Drink

Sights & Bites: The Most Brilliant Rooftop Restaurants in Athens with an Acropolis View
Lately, rooftop restaurants in Athens have been brought to the limelight of the city’s vibrant gastronomy scene. And it’s not only due to hot summer weather or the central location…
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	In:Stay

Acropolis View Hotels in Athens for All Budgets
Have you wondered why the Acropolis view hotels are the most sought-after in Athens and the first to be completely booked every tourist season? The truth is that the sight…
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	In:Stay

Stay In the Heart of Athens in These Top Hotels Near Acropolis
Unsurprisingly, messages requesting the top hotels near Acropolis are probably the ones seen most frequently in our inbox. That’s exactly why we decided to publish the guide you’ll find below:…
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	In:Itineraries

How to Spend a Perfect Weekend in Athens
Do you only have a weekend to spend in Athens? Are you worried that two days will not be enough to enjoy all of the city’s wonders? Well, there’s no…
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	In:Eat and Drink

Restaurants in Athens: A Local’s Guide on Where to Eat in the Greek Capital
As you can probably imagine, there are virtually countless restaurants in Athens. A city that sees so many tourists walking its beautiful streets every year, after all, could not but boast a very diverse gastronomy scene.
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	In:Things to Do

The Athens Riviera: A World-Class Destination for Sea, Sun, and Sights
Athens is so much more than history and the birthplace of democracy. It is home to places like the Athens Riviera, a charming coastal area in the southern suburbs of…
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	In:Things to Do

Planning a Trip to Athens: The Ultimate Travel Checklist
You’ve already heard and read about the wonders of Athens, the archaeological sites, the Parthenon, the sandy beaches, the nearby islands, and the picturesque city center. Now it’s time to…
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	In:Things to Do

Local Tips for the Best Things to Do on a Sunday in Athens
Athens is a vibrant city offering many things to do all week, day and night. Sundays, however, have their own unique charm in the Greek capital. The last day of…
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	In:Useful Tips

Combined Ticket for the Acropolis & all the Archaeological Sites in Athens [Skip the Line with a Single Ticket]
Whether you’re visiting Athens for the first time or returning, you can’t miss the chance to visit some of the top archaeological sites of the city, like the Acropolis, the…
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	In:Stay

Where to Stay on the Athens Riviera: Hotels for Every Budget
Are you considering booking a hotel on the Athens Riviera for your trip to Athens? Well, let’s kick off by saying that’s a great idea right from the bat. The…
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	In:Stay

These Are the Finest Hotels Near Plaka for an Unforgettable Stay
Eager to be in the heart of Athens’ historic center and at the same time close to all the hip neighborhoods and metro stations? Then this article is for you.…
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	In:Stay

Discover the Best Hotels in Athens: A Guide to the Best Areas to Stay
Scouting the internet and finding the best hotels in Athens for your next vacation can be challenging, as the options are seemingly endless. Home to some of Europe’s most iconic…
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	In:Things to Do

Athens for Couples: 11 Ideas for the Perfect Romantic Date
Are you traveling to Athens with your significant other and want to organize the perfect romantic date? Follow these 11 tips and experience an unforgettable day in the Greek capital.…
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	In:Things to Do

Travel to Athens With Kids: The Best Things to Do, See and Eat
All you need to know for an unforgettable family trip to Athens: food the kids will love, family-friendly hotels, and the best things to do in the Greek capital. Boasting…
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	In:Itineraries

The Ultimate Itinerary for Spending One Day in Athens
What is the best way to spend one day in Athens? This question has come up more times than any other by travelers who want to visit Athens for the…
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	In:Stay

Athens Airport Hotels: Where To Stay Near the Athens Airport [ATH – Eleftherios Venizelos]
It’s no surprise that there are numerous hotels located near Athens Airport. Some tourists who visit Athens only plan to stay there overnight before flying to a Greek island. Some…











Start Planning Your Trip to Athens! Hotels in Athens, Best Athens Restaurants, Athens Weatdfgdgher, Things To Do in Athens City




Athens City Pass & Tourist Cards

If You Are Planning A Trip To Athens Consider A Skip the Line Combine Ticket



Athens Pass: 7 Sites + Acropolis Museum 





Combo Ticket: 7 Archaeological Sites 














Discover the Greek Capital

Discover Athens! Athens Hidden Spots, Neighborhoods, Attractions, Nightlife, Shopping, Museums, Trips From Athens

Athens features numerous hidden spots, outdoor places, and alternative districts that showcase the city’s rich past and current urban culture. Observe the city’s art culture beyond the museums and get lost in its narrow picturesque alleys. Athens is a fascinating city with endless reasons to add to your travel bucket list. Discover each one of them at Athens By Locals and let the capital of Greece enchant you.
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	In:Nightlife

Athens from Above: The Most Stunning Rooftop Bars in Athens
Come summertime, when the pedestrian streets of central Athens get too hot for long strolls and sightseeing, you’ll rarely see locals walking around the city. And if you’re wondering where…
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	In:Museums

Discovering Athens’ Crown Jewel: The Ultimate Visitor’s Guide to the Acropolis Museum
The Acropolis Museum is undoubtedly one of the best modern museums in the world. Located just a stone’s throw away from Acropolis Hill and the Parthenon, it stands imposingly over…
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	In:Attractions

Athenian Trilogy: The University of Athens, the Academy, and the National Library
The Athenian Trilogy is one of these attractions of Athens that you’ll rarely hear locals talking about. In fact, while walking through the city center of Athens, you’ll hardly notice…
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	In:Trips from Athens

Best Day Trips From Athens To: Ancient Sites – Islands – Towns
Are there any day trips from Athens worth taking during my vacation? That’s one of travelers’ most common questions before visiting the Greek capital. The answer is a resounding yes.…
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	In:Shopping

A Hidden Foodie Oasis: Visit the Athens Central Market
Athens is certainly a lot more than just age-old monuments and a plethora of museums, thus if you need a break from touring historical sites, Athens Central Market is a definite place to visit! The busy central market of Athens (or as called by locals: “Varvakios”, or “Dimotiki Agora”) perfectly shows how the Athenians enjoy life.
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Exploring the Heart of Ancient Greece: A Visit to the Acropolis of Athens
The rich history and remarkable archaeological sites of the Acropolis of Athens make visiting this hill an incredible experience. Athens, Greece is one of the most visited cities in the…
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	In:Attractions

Athens Uncovered: Must-Visit Places for Every Traveler
The list of Athens’ must-visit places might be a bit more extensive than you would imagine. Like every European city, Athens has some areas and attractions that are particularly popular…
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	In:Shopping

A Local’s Guide to Shopping in Athens
Shopping in Athens is one of the things that is rarely mentioned among the best things to do in the city on online travel guides. And yet, the main shopping…
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	In:Athens Neighborhoods

The Most Popular Neighborhoods to Visit in Athens [Greece]
The Greek capital is widely known for the Acropolis, the Parthenon, and all the other must-visit attractions downtown. Yet, the neighborhoods of Athens that compose the city center rarely get…
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	In:Athens Hidden Spots

Tripodon Street: the Oldest Street in Athens and Europe
With a history that goes back for millennia, Athens is a city that has seen countless changes over the course of time. But one thing has remained the same for…
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	In:Trips from Athens

The Ideal Day Trip From Athens to Saronic Gulf Islands
A Saronikos Gulf cruise from Athens is the perfect answer for those who think that by spending a holiday in Athens, they are leaving a visit to an island out…
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	In:Trips from Athens

How to Organize a Day Trip from Athens to Cape Sounion and the Temple of Poseidon
A day trip from Athens to Cape Sounion has always been a favorite for travelers visiting the Greek capital. Cape Sounion is situated on a dazzling peninsula in southwestern Athens…
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	In:Athens Hidden Spots

Athens off the Beaten Path: 16 Unusual Places to Explore
Every city has its hidden gems and Athens is no exception. In fact, there are so many lesser-known attractions and secret spots in the city that you will have trouble…
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	In:Athens Neighborhoods

The Picturesque Plaka Neighborhood in Athens
Stretching around the northeast side of Acropolis Hill, Plaka is the most iconic residential neighborhood in Athens and one of the oldest unremittingly inhabited settlements in the world, with more…
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	In:Nightlife

Experience the Vibrant Nightlife in Athens: Your Ultimate Guide to Athenian Nights
Those visiting for the first time should know that nightlife in Athens is probably quite different than anything you have experienced in any other major European destination. And we mean…














Book Your Trip to Athens

Hotels – Flights – Ferries – Transfers – Car Hire – Tours – Activities

Book Your Trip Now









Explore the City of Athens

Explore the City of Athens! Culture, Athens International Airport, Ports of Athens, Athens Transportation

Learn about Greek customs and traditions that have survived through centuries, and get familiar with Athenians’ daily life habits. Also, here you will read our suggestions on how to get around Athens, the Athens International Airport, and the Ports of Athens. Explore the city of Athens with Athens By Locals and gain an insight into the local culture.
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	In:Getting Around

Athens Transportation: How to Get Around Athens
This is probably one of the first questions we get from people who visit the city for the first time: How to get around Athens? Even though Athens’ transportation system…
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	In:Getting Around

The Ultimate Guide to Navigating the Ports of Athens: Piraeus – Rafina – Lavrio
The Piraeus Port: The Largest of The Ports of Athens Being the most famous of the ports of Athens, the largest port in Greece, and one of the largest in…
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	In:Getting Around

From Arrival to Departure: A Detailed Walkthrough of Athens International Airport
Athens International Airport  “Eleftherios Venizelos” (AIA) is Greece’s largest and busiest airport, serving as a hub for international and domestic flights. Located in Spata between the areas of Artemida, Koropi,…













Explore More in Athens

Culture
Getting Around
Living and Working
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	In:Culture

A Journey Through Time: Exploring the Church of Panagia Kapnikarea
The iconic Church of Panagia Kapnikarea (also known as the Holy Church of the Presentation of the Virgin Mary) stands in the middle of Ermou street in Syntagma and has…
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	In:Culture

Step into the Past: Exploring the Rich History of Agia Dynami Church in Syntagma
Even though you probably have walked down Mitropoleos street in Syntagma if you have visited Athens before, there’s a good chance you didn’t even notice the tiny Agia Dynami Church…
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	In:Getting Around

From Plane to the Streets of Athens: How to Get from the Athens Airport to the City Center
Getting from the Athens International Airport to downtown Athens is most likely the first thing you’ll be asking about after your flight lands in our city. There are several ways…










 








STAY IN THE KNOW


Subscribe to our mailing list and receive the latest news and travel offers from our team. Don’t worry, we hate spam as much as you do!
 








Newsletter Form (#4) 
Email



Sign Up Now


The form collects your email so that we can add you to our newsletter list for project updates. Check out our privacy policy for the full story on how we protect and manage your submitted data
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Athens By Locals is a state-of-the-art travel website for Athens that invites and inspires travelers to witness the most authentic side of the city.
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